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When fear is googling too, the motivation for cancer screening rises 

 

Scientists of the Leibniz-Institut für Wissensmedien found out: The fear of 

cancer influences whether people after searching medical information online 

go to cancer check-ups or not. People who look up information on cancer 

screening on the internet, plan to go to their screenings more often – but only 

if they are afraid of getting cancer. 

 

Tübingen, 08. February 2018. Although modern medicine has made progress in the 

fight against cancer, the fear of cancer diseases is widespread. Still, regular 

screenings are no matter of course.  Only almost every fifth person over 55 years 

has undergone a colonoscopy even though it is recommend for this age group as 

cancer prevention. What influences people to undergo these screenings? 

 

Screening or not? In making this decision people often seek advice on the internet. 

Psychologists of the Leibniz- Institut für Wissensmedien (IWM) in Tuebingen from 

the team of Prof. Dr. Kai Sassenberg found out, that the use of the internet is 

influencing this decision. Surprisingly, the more one is afraid of cancer, the more he 

or she actually is motivated after the internet search on colon cancer to go to a 

colonoscopy. 
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The fear of cancer diseases is widespread. Still, regular screenings are no 

matter of course. 

 

Fear leads to a biased selection and processing of information: During web searches 

on fear-laden topics, many people focus unconsciously on the positive information 

(i.e. chances) while blocking out negative information (i.e. risks). Psychologist Prof. 

Dr. Kai Sassenberg explains: “Our research reveals that after web searches patients 

can remember more often positive information from the articles they red and they 

select more positive links in order to reduce feelings of fear and threat.” 

 

Therefore, people with higher levels of fear possibly compensate their feelings: They 

look up positive information on the web and construct themselves a better 

impression on cancer prevention. Consequently, the motivation of undergoing a 

cancer screening is higher. The internet use might help to reduce the fear of cancer. 

These effects were independent from medical risk factors and are of psychological 

nature – that means they concern the individual perception of the patients. At the 

same time the results show: People with less fear of cancer decide rather against a 

colonoscopy after an intensive web search. Presumably, they give greater 

importance to unpleasant aspects of a colonoscopy (i.e. risks they have read about 

on the internet). 

 

The use of the internet might help to motivate people for cancer screening 

 

These results were drawn from study with two survey rounds at an interval of 6 

months. Participants were between 45 and 55 years old belonging therefore to the 

age group that – as recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO) – 

should soon taka colonoscopy for colon cancer prevention. Persons with high level 

of fear and frequent internet use at the date of the first survey showed after the 6 
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months a particularly strong intention to go to a screening; persons with less fear 

and frequent use of the internet had only a weak intention for prevention.  

 

To sum up: The use of the internet might help to motivate people for cancer 

screening or in other cases to consult a doctor. This is especially valid for people 

who have fear of a disease anyway. People who experience less fear of cancer (or 

different diseases) are more discouraged by the web search from a screening or a 

doctor’s appointment. 

 

Study: http://dx.doi.org/10.2196/jmir.9144 
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Leibniz-Institut für Wissensmedien 

The Leibniz-Institut für Wissensmedien (IWM) analyses how digital technologies can 

be used to improve knowledge processes. The psychological basic research of the 

110 scientists is concerned with practical fields like school and university, 

knowledge work with digital media, knowledge-based internet use and knowledge 

transfer in museums. From 2009 till 2016, the IWM together with the University of 

Tuebingen organised the first Leibniz-ScienceCampus about the topic 

“Informational Environments”, which is continued as follow-up project under the 

heading “Cognitive Interfaces”. 
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The Leibniz Association 

The Leibniz Association connects 93 independent research institutions that range in 

focus from the natural, engineering and environmental sciences via economics, 

spatial and social sciences to the humanities. Leibniz institutes address issues of 

social, economic and ecological relevance. They conduct knowledge-driven and 

applied basic research, maintain scientific infrastructure and provide research-

based services. The Leibniz Association identifies focus areas for knowledge transfer 

to policy-makers, academia, business and the public. Leibniz institutions collaborate 

intensively with universities – in the form of “Leibniz ScienceCampi” (thematic 

partnerships between university and non-university research institutes), for 

example – as well as with industry and other partners at home and abroad. They 

are subject to an independent evaluation procedure that is unparalleled in its 

transparency. Due to the importance of the institutions for the country as a whole, 

they are funded jointly by the federation and the federal states. 

 


